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1. Introduction. Let P= ^amnei<>mx+ny) be a double trigonometric series

where amn are arbitrary complex numbers. Form the circular partial sums

S six, y) =        £        amnei!>mx+n*\

(mi+n2)ll-âR

The series will be said to be circular convergent at the point (x, y) to the finite

value L(x, y), if

lim SrÍx, y) = L(x, y).

The series will be said to be circular summable (C, v), v>0, to the finite

value P(x, y) if

(1) ¿nix, y) = — f  Suix, y)iR2 - u2)*-ludu
P2"70

is such that limfl_M or\x, y) =P(x, y). It has been shown by Hardy [4] that

for i7>0

i \ r\    C ^
(2) <rs (x, y) — — j    S^x, y)(P — u)"<~ldu

R*J o

and 0ß'(x, y) are related in the following manner: cg\x, y)— P(x, y)=o(l)

if and only if <r# (x, y) — P(x, y)=o(l). This equivalence will be used in §4.

We shall say that the double trigonometric series P is circularly sum-

mable C at the point (x, y) if there exists an n such that the series is circular

summable (C, 77) to a finite value at that point.

The purpose of this paper is to do for double trigonometric series that

which Plessner, see Zygmund [7, pp. 256-261], has done for single series,

namely to give a necessary and sufficient condition that a given double

trigonometric series be circular summable C. This goal is achieved in Theorem

5. It will be apparent from the definitions and proofs to be given that with

appropriate modifications the results of this paper could be extended to mul-

tiple trigonometric series.
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2. Generalized Laplacians. The first step necessary in attaining the de-

sired aim of this paper is to give a new definition for generalized Laplacians.

(Though several definitions are extant in the literature, none are given in

the same form as here. See, for example, Nicolesco [5] and Min Te Cheng

[2].) In a manner analogous to the definition of generalized derivatives in

one dimension, Zygmund [7, p. 257], we say that/(x, y), defined in a neigh-

borhood of (xo, yo) and integrable on the circumference of every circle con-

tained in this neighborhood with (xo, yo) as center, has a generalized rth

Laplacian at (x0, y0) equal to aT if

rf2x^o

2t

f{xo + t cos d, yo + t sin 6)dd

ail2 a2/4 art2r

where 2>0 and the o¡¿ are constants.

We shall designate the generalized rth Laplacian of / at (x0, yo) by

Ar/(xo, yo)- From the definition it is clear that the existence of Ar/(x0, yo)

implies the existence of As/(x0, yo) for O^sgr. Designating the ordinary

rth Laplacian of/ if it exists by Ar/(x0, y0) where Ar/=A(A,_1/), A=d2/dx2

+d2/dy2, and A0 is the identity operator, we have the following theorem.

(See [3, p. 261 ] where a similar theorem is proved.)

Theorem 1. If all partial derivatives of f of order 2r exist and are continu-

ous in a neighborhood of (x0, yo), then the generalized rth Laplacian exists and

equals Ar/(x0, yo).

For simplicity of notation let us assume that (x0, yo) is the origin. Then

using Taylor's expansion in two variables we have for {x2-\-y2)ll2 = t suffi-

ciently small that

1   C 2x 2r   ß ■

— I     /(/ cos 6, t sin 0)d9 = /(0, 0) + J2 -r tj + <>{t2r)
2ttJ 0 j=i jl

where j3y= 2ZL0 CÖf/V(°i 0)(l/M/o* cos'-*0 sin* 6d0. Noticing that ft-= 0
when j is odd, we have that the generalized rth Laplacian exists and con-

sequently that

[2-v!]2

Ar/(0, 0) = ß2r -±—-f
(2r)!

'/2r\ [2*rl]2 r ir
= X (      )- /*«•-*¥* (0, 0) I      cos2 (■-*» 9 sin2fc Odd

k=o \2A/   (2r) ! J 0

= ¿ f Jy^vi (0, 0) = A'/(0, 0),
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which completes the proof.

3. The sufficiency condition for circular summability C. To facilitate the

writing of theorems and proofs, it will be necessary at this point to introduce

the following notation:

T17 = im, n),   X = (x, y),    MX = mx + ny,    \M\   = (m2 + »2)1/2.

® [f] —tne Fourier series of /.

Ar© [f] = the series obtained from © [f] by applying the Laplacian operator

formally r times.

/o(/) = il/2ir)ftfit cos 0, t sin 6)dd.
We can now state and prove a theorem which is tantamount to the suffi-

ciency condition for circular summability C.

Theorem 2. 7/Ar/(X0) exists, Ar©[/] is at the point X0 circularly summable

iC,2a),a>r + l/i, to the value Ar/(Z0).

Bochner [l ] has proved this theorem for r = 0. Throughout this proof we

shall, therefore, assume that r<£l.

Without loss of generality, we shall assume that X0 coincides with the

origin, and consequently we see that we are given

ait2 a2¿4 aTt2'

foit) = a0 + 7-r- + -t—r + • • • + -,—r + 0(/2r)-
[2!]2      [222!]2 [2'r!]2

We observe furthermore that there exists a trigonometric polynomial

PW=£o-Kiei(l+!,) • • • +&**,{"+») such that A<P(0)=a<, i = 0, ■ ■ ■ , r. For

choose

So + €i + &+•••+ f, = «o,

- Éi - 22f2 - ... - r*£r = Œl/2,

(-l)rÉi + (-1)'22'£2 + • • • + (-l)rr»'€r = ar/2',

something which clearly can be done for we have r+1 equations in r + 1 un-

knowns, and the determinant of the coefficients is nonvanishing.

By Theorem 1, A¿P(0)=a,-, t = 0, • • • , r. Furthermore foit) —Toit)

= oit2r) and A'©[/-P]=A'-©|/]-A'-©[P]=A-©[/]-©[A'P]. Also <5[AT]
converges to ar at the origin. Putting these last few facts together we see

that there is no loss in generality in assuming that ao = <~i= • • ■ =ar = 0.

We thus have reduced the theorem to the case where /o(/) =o(¿2r), and we

therefore have to prove that Ar@[f] is circularly summable (C, 2a) to zero

at the origin.

Let ©[f]= Y,CMeiMX. Then A'©|/]= £(-l)'|j_r|î'_:_r*u'x. Designat-

ing the circular partial sum of rank R of this latter series by SrÍX), thus

SniX) =    £    ( -1) ' | M 12'CMeiMX,
\M\eB
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we see from (1) that

(3)      ,r\x) =   £    {-l)'cM\ M\*U -U^V*  . (_!)Vr P«
\M\eR \ P2    /|4f|î

where

T*r{X) = Z CmO( I M | /*>"«

and

({1 - u2)2«u2r for 0 g « á 1,

<r»(«)   =     <!

lo for w > 1.

It is worth noticing at this point that <p{u) has at least two continuous

derivatives in 0 ^ u < °o.

For such a kernel 4>, we have by Bochner [l, Theorem V] that

/» CO

fo{t)H<,{lR)dt
0

where H${c) =cf0™(p{u)uJo{uc)du and 7o is the Bessel function of order zero.

We, therefore, conclude from (3) and (4) that

(5) ffBB)(0) = (-l)Vr+1 fKfo{t)H+{tR)dt.
J 0

Investigating 77¿ we see that

/. tt/2
(cos 0)4a+1(sin d)2r+1Jo{c sin 6)d0

o

= c ¿ () (-1) * I       (cos 0)4<h-2*+i sin 07o(c sin 0)d0.
*=o \ A / J0

By Watson [6, p. 373, formula l] we have

rW2 72a+,+i(c)
I       cos4a+2*+1 0 sin 07o(c sin B)dB = - 22a+*r(2a + A + 1).

J 0 c2a+fc+l

Designating the constant

{-l)k(j22a+kT{2a+ A+ 1)

by bk, we have

B*{c) = 2s bk-——
.    „ r2a+k
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and consequently from (5) that

f<\ <2ŒVm I       W V  J,   V2r+l   C " t ÍA   -^a+fc+lt/P)
(6) o-R    (0) = (-1)  ¿_,bkR f"(t)-————^-dt.

k=o Jo (tR)2«+k

We shall now show that each term of the sum on the right side of (6) is o(l)

as P—»oo. Fix . and let 1/P be less than ô. Then since foil) = o(/2r) and

72„+A;+i(¿P)=0((/P)2a+*+1) as i-»0 we have that

r1IR mo j2a+k+iitR) r1IR
_____   -________ ft  =  0rR)    | o(j2r+l)¿¿

J /-_+* R2«+k Jo
(7)

/      ! \
= o I-) as R —> œ.

XP2^1/

Using the fact that there exists a constant K such that

| J2a+k+iic) | =: 7_/c1/2 for c _; 1 and ¿ = 0, 1,-, r

we have that

,{   foit)J2a+k+iitR)   , K r*      oit2')Ç>   Jojt)J2a+k+ijtK)       ^        K Ç»
J HE t^+kR2a+k =   R2a+k+u2J i/r   (

dt
2_+fc+l/2

-. -^ —   i/tí   f

K /    1    \
(8) =   - 0(£2_+*-2r-l/2)    = 0l-\

V /¿2«+fc+l/2 \ R2r+1/

Using the fact that flXl+1\foil) \df£ \A \ where i  is a constant inde-
pendent of n, we have that

I r » foit)J2a+k+iiiR) K       r * 1
I       -»'   = - I        foil)    -

\J S /2_+fc^>2_+fc ^2_+fc+l/2j{       ' J    w|    ¿2er+fc+l/

(9) <-y I
~   R2a+k+ll2nToJS

dt
2

dt
l2a+fc+l/2

n=0 •'  5+n í

.0(____)_„(_i_Y

From (7), (8), and (9), we conclude that

f °°        J2a+k+iitR)
/°« —rr,— dt = °(R2r+1)      for * - o, • • •, r

and, consequently, from (6) that os2a)(0) = 0(1) asP—>=o, which gives us the

theorem.

Defining aM = oi\M\^) to mean the following: given an e>0 there exists

an P(e) such that if \M\ >R then \aM\ <e|Tl7|", we have as an immediate

corollary from Theorem 2
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Theorem 3. Let T be the trigonometric series T= 2~2anemx where aM

= o{\m\2~<), 7= — 1. Apply the anti-Laplacian operator r times to T and ob-

tain the series

ao{x + y)2r       t-, aM

H{2r)\]        .MM« \M\2'

where r is an integer greater than y +1. Designate the sum of this series by F{X).

Then a sufficient condition for T to be circularly summable {C, 2a) at the point

Xo to the value s, a>r+l/4, is that F{X) have a generalized rth Laplacian at

that point equal to s.

4. The necessary condition for circular summability C. We shall now

state and prove a theorem which will give us a necessary condition for

summability C.

Theorem 4. Let T== ^2laMeiMX be a trigonometric series circularly sum-

mable {C, 2a) at the point Xo to the sum s where 2a is an integer 2:0 awa" where

aM = o{\M\ 2"-'), e>0. Let r be an integer = a +1. Set

ao{x + y)2r       „ aM
F{X)=-^-.-^r-+  Z  (~l)ri-r-eiMX.

2*[{2r)\]        |Í¡V | M |2'

Then the generalized rth Laplacian of F{X) exists at the point X0 and is equal

to s.

We clearly can assume from the start that a0 = 0 and that X0 is the origin.

Furthermore, since there exists a trigonometric polynomial Ti{X) without a

constant term such that Ti{0)=s, we can by Theorem 1 assume that s = 0.

Also by increasing a, if necessary, we may suppose that r = a+l.

Using the equivalence mentioned in §1, we see that the following two

conditions are given to us:

(10) is    (0) =    Z   «m(1-J-L)   =o(l) asi^x,
|M|âR \ R     /

(11) (- l)r  Z      |  aM,    eiMX->F{X) uniformly in x and y,
\m\Sr    I M\2r

where a0 = 0 and vr\0) is to be interpreted as Sr{0) in case « = 0. Clearly,

!(mM»+».mf)¿J   =  7o(|  M|  I).

From this fact and (11), we conclude that

^        7o( | M | t)
(12) Fo{t) = {-iyZ *u       Li-'

i r2w

— I      e"<
2tJ o
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Setting y{u) =J0{u)/u2r for w>0, we see that (12) can be written as

(13) Fo{t) = {-tyt2rY,yi\M\t)aM lort>0.
M

It is necessary at this point to prove some lemmas. We shall adopt the

following conventions in so doing:

Io. a0 = 0.

2 . Sr — Sr =Sr{0)= / AM\-£Ra\f.

3°. $$=f«Stl)du.
4°. y™{u)=dky{u)/duk; y^{u)=y{u).

It is to be noticed also that

(14) àRk) = A! Sr'/R".

Lemma 1.  Zwsfi a^d 7l7|i) = -fRSu{dy{ut)/du)du+SRy{Rt) for t>0.

To prove the lemma define an additive function of sets x, additive (B)

on every figure in the plane in the following manner:

XÍM) =amn, where M is a lattice point.

x(Ujiril7) = Ux{M) for any finite union of lattice points.

x(P) =x(P^A), where P is any bounded Borel set and A is the set

of lattice points in the plane.

X is clearly an additive function of sets defined on the Borel sets of any

figure, and if we designate by Cr the closed circle of radius P with center

at the origin, we have that SR=fCRdx{P).

Now letting/c„(P) stand for the characteristic function of C„ and |P|

= (P2+S2)1/2. we have that

/'*      dy{ul)             rB   dy{ut)        f
Su-du =   I      -du I     dx{P)

i           du             J i        du J cu

/■R   dy{ut)        r
-—-^du       fcu{P)dx{P)

i        du J cR

/CR dy{ut)
dx{P)       fcu{P)-^du

cR J i du

/CR  dy{ut)dx{P) -^-du
Or J \P\       dU

=   f    [y{Rt) -7(|P|0]¿X(P)
JcR

-Z    «M7( I M | /) + y{Rt)SR,
\M\¿R

which proves this lemma.
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Lemma 2. ymiu) =oiu~2r) as u-*oo for k = 0, 1, • • • , 2a + l.

Write

d"yju) = dkjJoju)/u2')  _    »        .,-      _»7,(«)

_M* _M* j_o   U2r+k->        du'

where b¡ are constants, 7 = 0, • • • , k. Now

'/„(«)       IX.    ,.    (j\T
-— = -Z(-l)m(     )/i-y («)

by Watson [6, p. 18, formula 8]. Since J2m-¡iu) =o(l), we have that

d'Joiu)/dui = oil) and consequently from (15) that _*7 („)/_„* = o(l/zi2r).

Lemma 3. There exists a set of constants Cjk,j=l, ■ ■ ■ , 2a+ 1, k = 0, • • • '

2a, such that  2_|=l' C,kiz+j)2a = zk for all complex numbers z.

The proof of this lemma follows readily from a consideration of Vander-

monde determinants.

Lemma 4. Let aj_=o(| M\ 2a~'), e>0. Suppose Sr is summable (C, 2a) to

zero. Then Sf =o(P2<"+1) /or k = 0, 1, ■ • • , 2a.

Since there is nothing to prove if 2a = 0, we shall assume that 2a is an

integer greater than zero.

By the equivalence between frf"' and a^"' mentioned in the introduction

and by (10), we see that

2_    auiR- \M \)2" = oiR2").
\m\Sr

Observing that the number of lattice points in the annulus determined by

the circles Cä+2_+i and Cr is OiR) as P—» °°, where C_ is a circle with center

at the origin and radius K, we also see that for/ = 1, 2, • • • , 2a+ 1

£    auiR - | M | + i)2" =     I.    aMiR + j - | M | )2«
|itf|_R |M|_K+j

(16) -       _3      a_r(Ä+i-| M | )2"
R<\M\ëR+j

= o(P2") - oiR2a)OiR) = .(P20*1).

Now by (10), (14), and Lemma 3

. J 1 2a+I

Sr    = —      Z     _.„(__ - | M | )* = —      2_     _*   2_   Cyfc(P - | M I -F/)2«
£!   |Af|_s £!   |M|_b y=i

for k =0, • ■ • , 2a.
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Therefore

Sr' = —   Z Cjk    Z   au{R - | M | + j)2" = o{R2"+1)
A!    y=i |a/|Sä

by (16), which gives us the lemma.

Returning now to the proof of the theorem, we obtain from (13) and

Lemma 1 that

a'R       dy{ut) \
Su —--du -Say{Rt)).

i            du /

Integrating the integral on the right of (17) by parts 2a times, we have

/;(18) ' dU

/* B   ,„ ^    d2a+1I „(2«)      "■
+ I    Su     -y{ul i.

Ji du2"*1

By Lemma 2, y(k){Rt)=o{R~2r) tor fixed t and A = 0, • • • , 2a. By Lemma

4, SRi) = o{R2a+1)=o{R2r) tor the same A. Therefore from (17) and (18) we

conclude that

(19) Fo{t) = (-1>»+V f   SÍ2"' —— y{ul)du,
J i du2a+1

As   is   well   known,

Jo{u) = 1 - m2/22 + • • ■ + (-l)"w2"/2242 • • • {2n)2 + • • • .

Define

u2 (-I)-1«2''-1) Ç*
P{u) = 1-1-+-—- =   Z biU2i

22 2242- • • [2(r- l)]2        tí

where bi={-l)i/22 ■ • ■ {2i)2, i=\, ■ ■ ■ ,r-l, and o0=L Set \{u)

= {Jo{u)—P{u))/u2r. Then X(w) is a function which is regular in the plane.

Furthermore \{ut) =y{ut)—P{ut)/{ut)2r. Therefore

á2a+17(«0       d2«+l\{ut)       d2a+l{P{ut)/{ut)2r)(20) -—-L =-— H-v .

du2a+1 du2a+1 du2a+1

But

d2a+1{P{ut)/{uty)       ^
(21) -    v    ' =  Z b/t^-^u2^-'-^-1

du2a+1 ~í

where b[ are constants, i — 0, ■ ■ ■ ,r—1. It is also to be noticed that by

hypothesis S<?a) = (l/(2a)!) Zi^is« aM{u-\ M\)2a = o{u2a). We see, there-

fore, from (19), (20), and (21) that
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(2«) rd2"+\Piut)/iut)2r)       d2°+l\iut)-

J i L        -_2"+1

(22)       = (-Dr+l g /'&:- r.sry(<-r-<,,-10-„
¿-o *71

0V+1
0*M

+ (-iri*/"s.c
,_, _2a+1X(w/)

- 0M,

each of the integrals in the sum on the right being clearly absolutely con-

vergent.

Po(i) is, therefore, expressible in the form of

ait2 ar.it21>>-»

Foil) = a. + y-r- + • • • +
[2!]2 [l^i* - I)!]2

(23) + (_.rr (•-,;••>___« „„],,

and the theorem will be proved when it is shown that the integral on the right

of (23) is o(l) as /—K). We split this integral into two parts, obtaining

1/1 „<j-> ¿2a+1X(«0   , f °°   <2"> d^+^iul)
du.rsrd *u,,ä».  b=("s'j

Jl du2«+l Jut du2a+1

We shall show that both A and B are o(l).

Since X(z) is a function regular in the plane, there exists a constant K such

that |A<2a+1)(s)| áP for \z\ _S1. Consequently

¿2a+l

\iut)
du2a+1

for \ut\ _íl and t>0. Therefore

= I ¿--+i\(S-+i>(M/) | g Kt2a+1

/Ht oiu2a)du = oil) as /-»0.

To show that P is o(l), we observe that

tfa+1 ¿2_+l d2a+1iPiut)/iut)2r)

(24)       -A(«0 = -7(«/)-y_L_^_>_^
du2a+1 du2a+1 du2a+1

and by Lemma 2 that for \ut\ _t 1

¿2a+1P       1    Kd2a+1

yiut)(25)

where K is a constant

= ¿2_+l    7(Sa+l)(Mi)     g

M272r f     M2r
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We furthermore observe that

1   rx            du       1   •* °°   / 1 \
— I     o{u2a)-= — I     o[ — )du = o{\) as/-»0

/  J i/t U2r t  J i/t    \u2/

and that

/i  00

o{u2")u2^-r-^-Hu = o(l) for i = 0, • • • , r - 1

i/'

as /—»0 and consequently that

= fxsr
j i/«

¿2CC+1

B =   |    SÙ"" -\{ut)du = o{\)
du2a+1

by (21), (24), and (25), which fact concludes the proof of the theorem.

5. Statement of main result. From Theorems 3 and 4, we obtain the

following theorem which constitutes the desired goal of this paper.

Theorem 5. Let T= YLamneiimx+nv) be a double trigonometric series with

coefficients amn = o{{m2-\-n2)'r), yà—L A necessary and sufficient condition

that the series should be circularly summable C at the point (x0, yo) to the sum s

is that there exists an integer r>y + l such that if

a0o{x + yyr   ,    ^     {-iyamn    ..    .    ,
F{X,   y)   =---h    Z      - e'imx+ny)

2'[{2r)l] ]Mto {m2 + n2y

then ArF{xo, yo) exists and is equal to s.
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